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to shift the industry to be equitable for all people, a valued and sustainable
career sector, and one that honors the individual arts worker as a creative
and whole person.
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from the bureau chiefs

JASON
Systems Bureau Chief

Systems. They are all around us, all of the
time. They guide our morning routines,
power our cell phones, and get us paid.
As an artist systems are my material and
I manipulate them to create new systems
of mutual aid and support. In fact it’s one
of my core beliefs that more interdependent, distributive, and complex systems
cultivate more robust, resilient, and holistic
peoples. This starts with a reimagining of
our selves in relation to systems, in seeing
our whole self as valuable to a much bigger
ecosystem. The articles in the Systems
Section of Emerge explore the intricate
ways we can and do honor our whole self
and reveal emerging systems of mutual
aid and support.
KARA
Civics Bureau Chief

Civic is an idea that resonates back to the
theories of Confucius or Plato, but also
relates to the city, to today, to us-as-citizens. What aspects of citizenship do we
enact knowingly or unknowingly and in
turn, what kind of cities are we creating? How do artists and cultural workers
find agency within a city? What tools are
needed to enact change within our communities? We would like to reexamine the
notion of civic as political and theoretical,
as connection to place, as municipal reciprocity, as empowerment. And thus envision arts workers as empowered citizens.
ANGELA
Ethos Bureau Chief

In a human-centered planet with a short
memory of our existence, placing a scope
on how our imaginations construct ethics,
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values, and equity is an emancipatory act.
As we embrace times of human and
ecological change, art has the potential
to be the ancestor, sage, and diviner of
how our imaginations bring sense(s) both
to our past(s), present(s), and future(s).
I believe arts workers guide the inbetween
of this alchemical process and the complex
and contradicting cycles bending the lines
of integrity, accountability, responsibility,
and consent.

Media Picks

RENA
Health Bureau Chief

As artists and arts advocates it’s unfortunately too easy for us to neglect our
own health and wellness in pursuit of our
causes. But it’s just not sustainable—how
can we keep our art alive when deadlines,
bills, and responsibilities distract us from
enjoying our art form? And what happens
when art becomes both a source of joy and
stress? I think it’s essential that we all cultivate healthy ways to nurture our craft, and
that’s my main focus for this issue.

CONGRATULATIONS PINE TREE, the funny
and thought-provoking podcast by Kate Rhoades
and Maysoun Wazwaz about the Bay Area art
scene is on iTunes, Google Play, and
congratulationspinetree.blogspot.com

their essentialness to our work. One of these principles is moving at the speed of trust: by focusing on
building deep relationships with folks rather than
building an assembly line of connections. This to me
is practicing being in right relationship.

Daniel Nevers

Katherin Canton, EAP

Art reviews by ROBERTA SMITH in the New York
Times for old-school art criticism that is unafraid to
say whether an exhibition is good or bad. As more
and more criticism moves toward bland description,
her reviews dig deeper to situate artists’ work within
broader ideas and contexts.

STILL PROCESSING brings us the voices of NYTimes
culture writers Jenna Wortham and Wesley Morris.
They bring their friendship, eclectic knowledge, and
rich experiences to discuss culture from Lemonade
to Black Lives Matter, Thanksgiving to Kerry James
Marshall. To listen to the centered voices of two queer
black thinkers as they process with love, frustration,
and transparency is to feel a little less lonely in this
world. nytimes.com/podcasts/still-processing

B ECC A
Industry Bureau Chief

My idea of Whole Person, Whole Impact
can be traced back to Audre Lorde, who,
in 1988, wrote, “Caring for myself is not
an act of self-indulgence, it is self-preservation, and that is an act of political
warfare.” In a time as destabilizing as
ours, there’s something unexpectedly
hopeful about maintaining our self-care.
For me, it functions as part of a basic
dream in which the future simply exists.

Daniel Nevers

EMERGENT STRATEGY by Adrienne Maree Brown
takes inspiration from Octavia Butler’s science fiction writing. It is a reminder for movement-building
facilitators on how to be in “right” relationship with
oneself, the people we are supporting, and the natural environment that supports us. Brown introduces
familiar principles in a way that helps us better see

Rhiannon Evans MacFadyen

ART PRACTICAL and OPEN SPACE are both critical
platforms for Bay Area art and ideas.
Megan Brian, SFMOMA
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Honoring Ebony

R H I A N N O N E VA N S
M A C FA DY E N

—To our fearless friend and co-founder Ebony McKinney
Rising out of focus groups on next
generation arts leadership conducted by the William and Flora
Hewlett Foundation and the Irvine
Foundation, EAP was begun in
2008 by a small group of emerging artists and arts administrators. Led by Ebony McKinney and
Adam Fong, the steering committee of what was then known as
San Francisco Bay Area Emerging
Arts Professionals (SFBAEAP) outlined plans for the organization
and hosted its first event, ‘Evolve
& Vocalize: A Spotlight on Next
Generation Arts Leadership.’

When Ebony passed in July of
2017, she left a hole in our hearts
and lives. But Ebony is a catalyst
for art and expression, and that
hole became a vessel—one that
has begun to fill with inspiration,
love, drawings, poems, sculptures,
community, and even new funding for admins and artists.

Below: Cristina Ibarra,
ink on paper (2017).
Opposite page, clockwise
from top: Jenifer K
Wofford, Ebony, digital
archival print, (2017)*.
Rhiannon Evans MacFadyen,
Ebony in Blue and Gold,
wood altar, collage, ribbon
and paper messages (2017–
ongoing). Todd Brown, “E”
is for Ebony, mixed media
on paper (2017).

We share some of that here and
encourage you all to visit our
dedicated page, emergingsf.org/
ebony, for articles, letters, and
artwork about Ebony.

Since then, EAP has grown and
evolved because of the continued
energy of Ebony and all of the
leaders who have stepped up and
fed into the ecosystem of this
network. With over 120 alumni
throughout the world and almost
ten years of play, experimentation, advocacy, and equity, the
work she began has rippled out
into a vast network she could not
have anticipated, giving many of
us a sense of hope, purpose, and
community we would not have
known without her.
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*Edition of 30. A large portion of each sale will go to EAP and Red Poppy Art House: www.wofflehouse.com/ebony-print
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As a fugitive arts professional
whose entanglement with the
arts is moved by spirit, I am
grateful to offer a space for
deep listening in the first issue of
Emerge. Over the past year I have
immersed myself with sound artist in Mexico City (Andrea Ancira,
Enrique Arriaga Celis, Galo Duran,
Carlos Icaza, and David Zepeda
Armengol) because I had a vision
after being exposed to their sound
art and personhood. That vision
led to a mutual trust and collaboration with each that evolved into
a community of sound artists. As
an arts professional, I became
the steward of proposal writing,
curated the exhibition “Sonic
Testimonios” and created a space
for sound making as an offering
of what may become. This collaboration, visioning, and listening
has been a process of reflecting
on the tools I use as a fugitive arts
professional.

ANGELA
‘ M I C T L A N XO C H I T L’
ANDERSON
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Arts
Professional
as Deep
Listener

What has struck me in this
experience is the testimony and
accomplishments of the improvisational sound artist, Pauline Oliveros. Although her material self
transitioned from this world late
this past year, she left a tradition
of deep listening. I offer Oliveros’
tradition of deep listening as
a tool for the arts professional
whose time and energy is crafting
in the moment. Oliveros’ deep
listening is the practice of listening to our bodies and the ‘delays’
in our creative environments are
invaluable to how we strategically work with artists and plan
events. We are listening to the

‘time between’ to bridge creative
and institutional worlds. Deep
listening as a tool helps the arts
professional stay true to their core
mission and flexible to expectations and delays that often occur.
W H AT I S D E E P L I S T E N I N G ?
Oliveros spent most of her life
forging space for sound improvisation that developed into Deep
Listening (DL). In her book, Deep
Listening, A Composer’s Sound
Practice, she lays out a map of
possibilities for DL. Defining it
is not so simple because DL by
nature is a never ending rippling
effect. Oliveros describes DL as
learning to expand awareness
and perception of sound to the
whole space/time continuum,
encountering the vastness and
complexities as much as possible.
DL came out of her noticing listening and discerning the effects
on her bodymind continuum,
from listening to others, to art
and life. I particularly appreciate
how she acknowledge DL as a
form of meditation that requires
discipline and control to develop
relaxation and concentration. It is
a medium for creativity in art and
life; “the formation of new patterns, exceeding the limitations
and boundaries of old patterns,
and using old patterns in new
ways.” DL is a tool for survival, for
ideas—to carry intelligence, for
compassion and understanding.
Oliveros knew that DL is not only
for the experienced sound artist.
DL is for anyone who wants to
make sound and as a means to

RECOMMENDED RESOURCES
Album: Deep Listening
(1989)
Book: Deep Listening:
A Composer’s Sound
Practice by Pauline
Oliveros (2005,
iUniverse, Inc.) offers
an exciting guide to
ways of listening and
sounding. This book
provides unique
insights and perspectives for artists,
students, teachers,
meditators and anyone
interested in how
consciousness may be
affected by profound
attention to the sonic
environment.
deeplistening.org/site
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“DL is a tool for survival, for
ideas—to carry intelligence,
for compassion and understanding... DL is for anyone
who wants to make sound and
as a means to enhance quality
of life for all the varieties of
being human in this world.”

enhance quality of life for all
the varieties of being human in
this world.
ARTS PROFESSIONAL AS
DEEP LISTENER
DL is a part of my arts practice
because I care to surpass the
old patterns of institutional and
cultural art paradigms. I care
to deeply listen to the artist,
communities, non-linear and
non-tangible elements seeking
space to make noise. The arts
professional as Deep Listener is
not intimidated by the complexities of the artist work, of forming
inclusive space, of seeking the
resources necessary, struggling
for cultural equity, and the long
list of administrative and human
responsibilities. A DL arts professional is malleable to how
their bodies move them and their
talents, from crafting proposals
to building relationships, to nurturing reciprocity with an artist
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and their instruments. Success is
not determined by the outcome
whether it’s a grant awarded or
a successful show— it’s in being
able to go back to the process and
participate in the reverberating
impact an idea or prospective
collaboration has set off by just
giving it sound.
The “Sonic Testimonios” curatorial proposal was not selected by
the designated arts and cultural
institution. However, through
my practice of DL I see how it
has generated so much more on
its own. The sound artist and I
continue to give and to be a space
of production. Now the opportunity to repeat the proposal
process via traditional granting
streams or to create in a whole
different format is available for
us to individually and collectively
listen to. The sound circle continues to share improvisational sonic
testimonios in Mexico City and
our DL continues. Each experience

reveals something in our process
of collaborating and listening
to one another. What I have
learned from the arts professional context could not have
been accomplished in a brainstorming session or meeting
relying on verbal exchange.
DEEP LISTENING TOOL S
Below are a two practices Oliveros
crafted as a part of DL that you
can try in your arts professional
practice. I highly encourage
you to improvise based on your
bodymind and however you may
be moved.
Ways of Listening: Balancing Focal
and Global Attention
Oliveros consistently reminds us in
her writing and practice of what
we know about hearing but there
is so little that is known about
listening. That is the mystique
and the depth of possibility via
the practice of DL. She offers a
distinction between “focal” and
“global” attention as two ways of
listening and encourages balancing both the flexibility to employ
each and to recognize the difference. Focal attention “produces a
clear detail limited to the object
of attention.” Global attention “is
diffuse and continually expanding
to take in the whole of the space/
time continuum.”
The arts professional who practices balancing focal and global
attention is able to not only see
the detail of a project at hand but
also to recognize the silence of

people, spaces, and/or cultural approaches. Developing an
open readiness to detect the
differences and to articulate
the focal and global attention
to a project, institution, or arts
practice enables the project,
etc. to fulfill its purpose and/
or to explore opportunities with
a broader impact that was not
anticipated. It can also be as
simple as forging alliances that
saves time and money.
Four Modes of Thought
The Four Modes of Thought (FMT)
exercise is highly encouraged to
the arts professional working as
a liaison between community cultural organizations and funding
institutions. FMT invites the bodymind into the process of making choices and helps decipher
whether or not a partnership is
a good fit. The choice is centered
on not what can we get from a
funder/collaborator but rather
on how does partnering for an
exchange of resources impact the
bodymind of people and places
involved in the overall project.
Oliveros, based on her interpretation of Jung’s Memories, Dreams,
and Reflections, lists the FMT as
sensation, feeling, thinking, and
intuition. The thought modes are
rather simple and it’s what makes
them accessible at any time. Oliveros summarizes the four modes
of thought as follows: Sensation
calls on participants to articulate
the result of an experience, what
was present and what took place
in a moment; Feeling is developed

over time, unlike emotions, which
are a direct result of actions taking place in a moment; Thinking is
a cognitive activity involving language and analysis drawing from
the past, present, and future;
Intuition is direct knowing and it
comes in the forms of messages
and imagination associated with
the future.
I integrate the FMT whenever an
opportunity arises: a proposal, a
partnership, or when meeting a
new artist. If the result is “sensation,” is there a natural follow-up
when meeting a potential partner? Do I go home and see a grant
opportunity mirroring an inspired
collaboration? If “feeling” happens over time, is the collaborative process progressing? If there
are hurdles, how is time providing
space to work through struggle,
is their will to do so? Thinking is
articulating the sensation and
feelings with appropriate consideration, archiving the process
and allowing for action to take
place rather than being idle in
the iteration process. Intuition is
the direct strengths one lends to
their project and making choices.
The FMT are not isolated tools,
they work interactively with one
another with the goal of heightening our awareness, our DL.

Between” that “the awareness of
being aware, and of the musical
implications past and future, is
part of this space between.” As a
fugitive arts professional, listening to time is my personal goal
and purpose; to deeply listen not
only time but the ‘in between,’
to offer a space to encounter
imagination, re-membered stories, bodymind enactments, and
intolerable subjectivities.
What are the possibilities of your
choices as an arts professional
when you integrate DL not only
as a meditation but as a relevant space of engagement for
the people you are working with?
The possibilities are powerful and
meaningful and offer integrity
to exploring beyond institutional
linear models.

CO N CLUS I O N :
SOUNDING HAPPENING
DL is one of many tools to help
build awareness while working in
the arts. Oliveros acutely shares
in her essay “Improvising Composition: How To Listen in the Time
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